STEEL ROLLING TOWER SCAFFOLDS

1000 LBS LOAD CAPACITY
(Includes weight of user plus materials)

EASILY ASSEMBLE WITH ONLY 1 PERSON

FITS THROUGH 30” DOOR OPENINGS

BECAUSE WORK AIN’T PLAY.
SCAFFOLDS

1. Fits through doorways
   Will fit through 30" door openings

2. Locking pins
   Prevent accidental unlocking

3. Deck pins secures platform

REQUICK MATERIALS

12' TOWER
Two (2) 6' Scaffold (ST0606A)
One (1) 4-pack of Outriggers (PK735A)*
One (1) Guardrail (PK736A)*

15' TOWER
Two (2) 6' Scaffold (ST0606A)
One (1) 3' Scaffold (ST0306A)
One (1) 4-pack of Outriggers (PK735A)*
One (1) Guardrail (PK736A)*

Outriggers and Guardrail sold separately. Outriggers do not come with casters. Do not combine more than two (2) 6' Scaffolds and (1) 3' Scaffold (for maximum total of 15’). Each set of end frames require one pair of trusses and platform.

*ST0306A units do NOT include casters.

END FRAMES WITHOUT CASTERS
Full-height unit: WIDTH: 29” HEIGHT: 65”
Half-height unit: WIDTH: 29” HEIGHT: 35 ½”

ASSEMBLED WIDTH
with casters: 29 ½”
with casters and outriggers: 66 ¾”

PLATFORM
6' unit: WIDTH: 28 ¾” DEPTH: 67”
> Exterior grade, edge protected
> ⁵/₈”-thick plywood

MAXIMUM PLATFORM HEIGHT
WITH CASTERS
6' unit: 6’
12’ unit: 11’ 5”
15’ unit: 14’ 5”

GUARDRAIL HEIGHT: 39”

CASTERS KIT: #PK734A